Fabrics, Styles and Colors

Rainier screens are available in a wide range of
fabric, style and color options. Fabrics can block
the sun, protect your view or provide complete
blackout shade if desired. Fabric warranties vary
depending on your selection, and Rainier has a
number of fabric selections with ten (10) year
limited warranties on exterior applications.

Traditional & Contemporary Design

We offer two design choices for our power screen
housing. Our new square housing is a great option
for a more modern or contemporary look. Our
traditional, rounded design is the most popular
amongst homeowners and where our journey into
power screens began.

Rainier Shade
Power Screens

Save Energy and Cool Naturally

Durable Frame
and Housing Colors

Rainier power screen frames and housings are
available in 16 standard colors. Every screen is
built to order with powder coating done inhouse, resulting in a beautiful appliance-like
finish and virtually maintenance-free. Custom
colors are available at an additional cost.
Standard
Bright White

Off White

Bronze

Black

Silver

Gray

Brown

Desert Sand

Tan

Navajo

Green

Texture Black

Texture Rust

Texture Tan

Texture
Copper Bronze

Texture
Dark Gray

Square housing
available on Series 4
and Series 5

Available Printed Graphics

With an idea, photo, or art file to work with, our
design team can set up an image to print on one
of our Durst Rho printers, using environmentally
friendly UV inks. Rainier’s printers have white ink
printing capabilities, which looks great on the
darker colored mesh fabrics that many of our
customers choose for their screen systems.

Industry Leading Width and Drop
Rainier
Screens

Max.
Width

Max.
Drop

SRS™ Screen

Up to 25’

Up to 20’

Cable Screen

Up to 18’

Up to 16’

RAINIER SHADE
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Save Energy and
Cool Naturally

Dynamic by Design

With the touch of a button, a power screen
from Rainier Shade will enhance your home and
provide shade, energy savings, and ventilation.
Rainier has a history of providing exceptionally
crafted, custom-made retractable shading
systems. Our tradition of quality guarantees a
sound investment in your home’s comfort
and elegance.

Block the Sun, Not the View

Rainier power screens are designed to filter out
the majority of the sun’s harmful effects while
preserving your outdoor view and allowing you to
better control your interior lighting. Our product
reduces glare on computer and television screens
and diminishes the harmful UV rays that fade
furnishings and flooring.


Side Retention System
Performance Under Pressure

Rainier power screens feature the SRS™ Side
Retention System, the strongest retention system
available on the market today. Designed to keep
the screen mesh stable and allow for worry-free
use of your screen, even in windy conditions.

Recessed SRS™ Option 
Design Your Porch
Around Your Screen

The Recessed SRS™ tracks
blend seamlessly into
the structure like a fine
architectural accent. This
streamlined application is
designed for installation
during construction. When it is
retracted, it is out of sight.

 Cable Option

Sleek, Stylish and Subtle

The cable option is perfect for homes that call
for a low profile approach to avoid interrupting
the style or architecture. Our screen’s minimalist
profile seamlessly blends into your home’s
exterior. Made with the same parts and quality
as our Side Retention System, cables are used to
guide the screen fabric as it is lowered or raised.

Cool your home
naturally with a Rainier
power screen to
reduce heat gain and
decrease your reliance
on traditional air
conditioning. Research
has shown that in
many homes, exterior
shading systemsNo Screen
can reduce cooling
costs up to 60%.
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In addition, Rainier
is deeply committed
to respecting and
protecting our
environment. We
are the only screen
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